
HAWAII REPEATER FREQUENCY APPLICATION FORM rev 2/12/21 
 (no longer updating printed ARRL directory due to vendor wanting payment requirements) 

 NO coordination for less then 5w output if you use the (SNP) shared non-protected for low power repeaters 

 (you will now be able to list your repeater location in the exact city/town as you like) 

 NOTE: you must be the licensed repeater operator making this request.  

 No third party request will be accepted on the behalf of another ham.  

 REPEATER call is your call sign call or ORGANIZATION/CLUB CALLSIGN and you are trustee. 

 Initially when I assign a frequency pair, it is on hold and NOT COORDINATED until  

o 1) you notify me its on the air and  
o 2) I respond to your email saying its coordinated.  
o 3) after notification you must renew every 2 years by sending email with CALL and FREQUENCY 

 
Date of this application___________________________________ 

Requesting this pair if possible (example 442.125) _____________(if there is a freq you want thats 

available) 

OR request any pair on VHF 2m/ UHF 70cm etc.______________(I will find a frequency for you) 

REPEATER LOCATION (Honolulu)  _______________ 

REPEATER ISLAND (OAHU)     _______________ 

Your CALLSIGN on repeater (KH6ABC)____________ (or organization/club callsign if 

you are trustee) 

Your EMAIL (not published)                 _____________ 

Other then above if you are requesting for another ham STOP here as it will not be 

approved. 

  

LAT (Decimal Degrees)            ex 21.103    [   ][   ].[   ][   ][   ][   ]    

LONG (Decimal Degrees) ex –157.810  -[1] [5] [   ].[   ][   ][   ][   ]  

AMSL (above mean sea level if u know) _______________ 

PUBLISH on WEB              ____________Y/N   

POWER OUT          _______________         

CTCSS if used Tone freq       _______________ 

P25  NAC    _______________ 

DMR     _______________ 

ECHOLINK    _______________ 

DSTAR    _______________ 

ALLSTAR    _______________ 

WIRES    _______________ 

 

OTHER info to publish as URL of club etc?

 ______________________________________ 

 

Email me at rickching1@gmail.com  for any questions. 
 

 
 


